
CIF Italia
invited to 
celebrate with 
them and many, 
many came

photos and arrangement by Dieter Bettels



The site was well chosen – the Seminar in Capua. 
The former Benedectine monastery is now a spiritual 

and cultural center.



In the opening session on Friday Mimmo gave
an introduction and ......



...... presented his friend Jonathan Esposito, who delivered a 
marvellous introduction into the history of southern Italy 

and in particular the Campania.



Participants from 9 countries were a very interested audience



Several former participants in the Italian program told us 
about their experience

Lori Jenkins, USA

Gunnel Hedman Wallin, Sweden



so did 
Heli Preismann 
from Estonia

and
Elke Kruse
from Germany



of course, some official comments had to be made

and Zarin Gupta, Vice President
of CIF International

by Ninetta, our President of 
CIF International



the afternoon was planned for a cultural excursion 
(Mimmo had promised to keep the offical part as 

short as possible)

a visit to the 
famous 
palace in 
Caserta



we had to wait for the bus to see the English Garden.....



and the Water Fall and the view back to the Palace



The Palace consisted of abt. 1200 rooms, but we saw 
a little part of them only



the beautiful figures of the crib were a highlight 
(some said they were the toys of the king) 



Saturday was the day for the excursion to nearby 
Naples

a terrific view from the fortress



the visit to the cloister Certosa di S. Martino with its 
wonderful museum



and a stroll through Naples on our own



Saturday evening was the outstanding Indian Dance 
performance of Ileana Citaristi and Saswat Joshi



simply phantastic



Sunday we saw the Amphitheatre in S. Maria Capua 
Vetere, also the home of CIF Italia



the closing session on Sunday afternoon



On Sunday evening the most outstanding Goodbye Party in 
Mimmo´s language center being also the home of CIF Italia

responsible for the 
cuisine was Mimmo´s 
son Marco, who also did 
most of the cooking –
simply gorgeous!!



a most successful way of saying Goodbye



and nice people, who met here again
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